Datsun 1200 wiring diagram

The Japanese company Datsun was founded in and was originally called Kwaishinsha Co. Due
to the lack of a consumer car market, the main focus of the company was the production of
trucks. These cars did not have high demand in the military market, so in the company began to
consider opportunities for cooperation with other automakers. Since , Nissan became the
investor of the company, and it is called Nissan Motor Co. In , Datsun cars began to be imported
into the United States, and since - delivered to European countries. Nissan opened its first
production abroad in Taiwan in , and by the company sold more than 20 million cars. The
Datsun brand lasted until , after which the name of the cars of this brand was gradually replaced
by Nissan. Only in , the owners of the company decided to revive Datsun , which was done in
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Acrobat Document 4. Datsun Truck Model Service Manual. History of Datsun Cars. And also the
brand of Japanese cars produced from to Since is part of Nissan. The production of Datsun cars
was resumed in Sales of the first model of the revived brand Datsun opened on September 4,
The premiere of the brand took place in August of the same year at the Moscow Motor Show.
Orders for the new Datsun on-DO began to be accepted in June , and by the end of October the
number of cars sold reached More than 1, of them were purchased under the recycling program.
Hatchback Datsun went on sale on February 24, and at once in two versions: with a mechanical
and with an automatic transmission. In the basic configuration, any Datsun mi-DO has ABS, an
on-board computer, an electric power steering, seat heating, electrically adjustable and heated
mirrors and two airbags. The most expensive equipment in addition is equipped with light alloy
wheels, multimedia system, air conditioning, stabilization system, parking sensors and four
airbags. Cars were issued in limited edition â€” only pieces. The series features internal and
external styling, as well as equipment: the hatchback is equipped with a spoiler, a rear diffuser,
door sills and rugs with orange edging. The car of the new series was released in black and
orange body colors with inserts of red or black, respectively. The most expensive version has a
multimedia system with a 7-inch touch screen and navigation, rear parking sensors and front
side airbags. At the start of sales, each buyer of a special version automatically became a
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Non-necessary Non-necessary. From the introduction of the Datsun with alternator circa , it
used a Hitachi type with a 4-spade rectangular connector. As usual with Datsun there equivalent
Mitsubishi-sourced versions too. This type was used by Datsun , Datsun and early Datsun ,
among others. See LT Album click to view. There were also equivalent Mitsubishi units which
are interchangeable. These feature the famous 2-pin T-connector with external Regulator.
Datsun used this type, as did other s Datsuns. These use FN wiring. They have F and N cast into
the back cover. An external Voltage regulator is required. See main article: Alternator Wiring.
These are marked FN on the back. However, it is common with rebuilt units to have their cases
sand-blasted, in which case the letters are often unreadable. They are internally regulated,
which makes them more reliable as they use an IC solid state regulator. This type was also used
by s. See main article: IR Alternator Wiring. It uses LS wiring, but with large Oval connector
instead of T-connector. Or to an IGN switch source but that is unnecessary wiring. Using a short
wire, jump S terminal to ALT 'B' terminal The correct way to do it is to make the jumper wire the
same length as the ALT wire as per the factory diagram below , but it only makes a difference if
the wires get a little corroded. It is possible to use a different type alternator in your Datsun than
what it was designed for. But you need to make slight modification to the wiring. Fitting an

internally-regulated alternator to a Datsun originally equipped with FN wiring is quite simple. It
only requires two jumper wires. Wiring up an internally-regulated alternator to a Datsun
originally equipped with FN wiring is fairly simple. It only requires one wire to your existing
wiring harness. The CHG lamp wire in olders Datsusn is usually the WR wire white with red
stripe in the existing voltage regulator harness. A 35A alternator requires gauge A and E wires,
which Datsuns usually have. It is recommended that you obtain a female T-connector and
solder it to a female 4-pin connector to make a custom alternator adapter-connector, so it can
only be inserted one way by mechanics and future owners. For Datsuns originally fitted with
internally-regulated alternators, it is not recommended to adapt an older alternator, as the newer
alternators are generally less expensive, more readily available and more reliable. To make this
work, you will need to create a sub-harness with wiring for an external voltage regulator. This
page has been accessed 62, times. This page was last modified , 4 September Content is
available under Datsun Club. Main navigation. Main Menu. Username: Password: Lost
Password? Register now! Advanced Search. There are several basic types of Nissan alternator,
each with their own wiring system. Edit this page Discuss this page Page history What links
here Related changes This page has been accessed 62, times. Insert non-formatted text hereThe
early coil -- as with nearly all pre-electronic ignition systems -- uses a Ballast resistor to drop
the voltage supplied to the coil. All s used a ballast resistor until the models. Stock wiring
harness Album click to view. The coil wiring does not go through the Fuse Box. Does your
engine start when cranking but immediately die when you release the key to the ON running
position? Then your resistor is bad or wired incorrectly. As you can see from the diagram,
START of the ignition switch supplies full voltage bypassing resistor. From October , Sunny
Truck uses electronic ignition and computerized carburetor. This page has been accessed 15,
times. This page was last modified , 24 February Content is available under Datsun Club. Main
navigation. Main Menu. Username: Password: Lost Password? Register now! Advanced Search.
Edit this page Discuss this page Page history What links here Related changes This page has
been accessed 15, times. Stock wiring harness Album click to view Part wire color Connects To
ballast resistor single-terminal side. Album click to view. Generally speaking, the main
difference between LHD and RHD harnesses is in the Instrument Harness, with the dash gauges
and switches being on opposite sides of the car. Many, many different cables. See Wiring Part
Numbers. This harness includes the front lights and transmission wiring. Starting October The
sub-harness is a small harness that connects to the starter motor, reverse light switch, etc.
Connects to Engine Room Harness engine compartment via a circular pin connector. Post click
for topic Post click for topic. The dash harness is the same Part Number for Coupe or Sedan.
However, rectangle dash differs from round dash Coupe is always round dash. Sedan may be
either. It also varies by year. GL and GX have round-gauge dash. All Coupes including DX
Coupe have round gauge dash. STD and DX sedan have rectangle-gauge dash. Deluxe Sedan
rectangle gauge dash. Deluxe Coupe round gauge dash Album click to view. Even Van had
round gauge for Album click to view. Sedan Trunk - body harness Album click to view. Late
Sunny Truck. Late Sunny Truck flat wire over to Oxygen Sensor. Late Sunny Truck flat wire
Connector. This page has been accessed 16, times. This page was last modified , 17 November
Content is available under Datsun Club. Main navigation. Main Menu. Username: Password:
Lost Password? Register now! Advanced Search. There are four main wiring harnesses in a
Datsun Edit this page Discuss this page Page history What links here Related changes This
page has been accessed 16, times. Contents 1 Overview 2 Engine Room Harness 2. Please
double-check the wiring in your Datsun before connecting parts according to this article. You
don't want to burn something up! Use a voltmeter or test light to confirm the circuit behavior.
For the main wiring looms, see Wiring Harness. Make sure they cables are not damaged, and
that they are securely fastened. If they are loose, remove and carefully inspect for corrosion.
Clean thoroughly if possible, replace if necessary. This original system will fully support all
stock electrical loads. Ground cable. Notice the smaller black wire on the Eye end. This goes
between the battery and the main wiring harness which also feeds the Alternator output "A"
terminal. In addition to the main fuse wire in the engine compartment, there is a main fuse box
under the dashboard. The ignition switch bolts to the back of the key cylinder. There is a
rectangular wire connector attached to it. See Ignition Switch Wiring. See main article:
Alternator Wiring. See Headlight Wiring. See Heater Wiring. The stock coil -- as with nearly all
pre-electronic ignition systems -- uses a Ballast resistor to drop
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the voltage supplied to the coil. All s used a ballast resistor until the models. Does your engine

start when cranking but immediately die when you release the key to the ON running position?
Then your resistor is bad or wired incorrectly. As you can see from the diagram, START of the
ignition switch supplies full voltage bypassing resistor. On automatic cars, the starter 'S' wire
small wire goes through the "Neutral Switch" Inhibitor Switch. Late engine swap into B Album
click to view Lights click for larger size and Details. Album click to view Room Lamp. See
Instrument Panel Wiring. This page has been accessed , times. This page was last modified , 19
September Content is available under Datsun Club. Main navigation. Main Menu. Username:
Password: Lost Password? Register now! Advanced Search. Datsun wiring is relatively
uncomplicated. Also see: Wiring Diagram Contents. Edit this page Discuss this page Page
history What links here Related changes This page has been accessed , times.

